Capillary rise in nanotubes coated with polymer brushes.
The spontaneous rise of a fluid in a brush-coated nanocapillary is studied by molecular dynamics simulation of a coarse-grained model. The cases of changing wettability of both the capillary walls and the brush were examined. We also investigated the impact of polymer chain length on the transport of fluid along the nanotube. We found that capillary filling takes place in both lyophilic and lyophobic tubes, provided that the polymer brush coating is wetted by the fluid. In all the cases studied, capillary rise proceeds by a time-square law, but the mechanisms behind them (Lucas-Washburn or diffusive propagation) differ, depending on the chain length N. For a wettable wall, the speed of fluid imbibition decreases steadily with growing N, whereas the meniscus speed goes through a minimum at intermediate chain lengths. The polymer brush coating reorganizes into "channels" parallel to the tube axis and forms a dense plug of monomers in the vicinity of the meniscus, which moves with the meniscus along the nanotube. For lyophobic capillary walls (covered with a wettable polymer brush), depending on the chain length N, one finds three regimes: (1) short chains--one observes no meniscus motion, but an influx of fluid through the wet brush; (2) intermediate chain lengths--the fluid creates "fluid walls" inside the brush by diffusive spreading, whereby a meniscus is formed and moves up within the fluid walls; and (3) long chains--a "negative curvature" meniscus rises up the capillary by means of diffusive propagation.